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Abstract - In this paper we study the perfonnance of optical 
packet and burst switched networks (OSN) to suppmt video 
traffic with scaling characteristics. The optical buffering gen
erally implemented by fiber delay lines (FDLs) is the main 
challenge to achieve a full-optical switching architecture. For 
the analysis the MIG I oo and fBm processes are considered 
to represent the time-dependent video traffic. These stochas
tic processes are examined in terms of its video traffic scaling 
(H), heavy-tail distribution (HTD) and autocorrelation (ACF) 
characterization. We show that with a small number of FDLs 
(25-50) of 33.92m each and no wavelength conversion an op
tical packet switch can achieve performance results similm to 
a burst architecture. Moreover, the jitter values introduced by 
these FDLs were lower compared to the jitter requirements of 
the more demanding video traffic. We also demonstrate that 
the video traffic scaling degree was not affect by the optical 
packet or burst buffeting solutions. However, the video traffic 
tail distribution showed to be the clitical aspect to the optical 
switches dimensioning and thus the future optical switched 
network performance. 

Keywords: Optical packet and burst switching, video traffic 
modeling, Hurst or scaling estimation. 

Resumo - Neste trabalho estudamos o desempenho de re
des 6pticas comutadas por pacotes e rajadas para supmte 
ao tr:ifego de video com presens:a de dependSncia tempo
ral. 0 principal desafio da comuta<;ao completamente 6ptica 
esta no buffer 6ptico implementado par fiber delay lines 
(FDLs). Os processes MIGioo e fBm foram considerados 
para representar o tnifego de video com dependSncia tempo
ral. Estes processes estocO.sticos forarn examinados em ter
mos da representa10iio de grau de dependencia temporal (H), 
distribui<;iio de calda pesada (HTD) e fun<;iio auto-correla<;iio 
(ACF) do triifego de video. Os resultados mostram que com 
um pequeno numero de FDLs (25-50) de 33.92m cada e, sem 
converser de compdmento de onda, urn comutador 6ptico de 
pacotes pode alcans:ar resultados de desempenho similares a 
uma arquitetura em rajadas. Alem disso, os valores de jitter 
introduzidos par estas FDLs foram pequenos quando com
parades aos requisites da maioria das aplicas:Oes de video. 
Tarnbem dernonstramos que o grau de dependencia temporal 
do tr:ifego de video niio foi afetado pelas arquiteturas 6pticas 
de pacotes ou de rajadas. Entretanto, a distribui<;iio do triifego 
de video mostrou ser o aspecto critico no dimensionamento 
de comutadores 6pticos e em conseqi.iencia, no desempenho 
das futuras redes 6pticas comutadas. 

Palavras-chave: Comutas:ao 6ptica de pacotes e em rajadas, 
modelos de tnifego de video, estirnas:iio do parfimetro H. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent progress of full-optical networks gave a great 
impulse to the research of new optical switching technolo
gies and devices. These achievements associated with video 
coding improvements also conuibuted to the development of 
bandwidth demanding video applications. Hence, video is a 
key traffic to be suppmted by the future optical switched net
works. Moreover, the transport of multi traffic with quality
of-service (QoS) guarantee is a traffic engineering challenge 
since the deployment of ATM high-speed networks. The re
cent possibility of bringing the switching function to the op
tical domain led to new challenges to this research area. 

In this paper we study the pelfonnance of optical switched 
networks to support video traffic with scaling or time
dependence characteristics and different QoS requirements. 
Video traffic has an inherent scaling invariance due to its 
encoding process. The scaling degree is here defined by 
the Hurst (H) parameter [I]. The analysis presented in this 
work concerns two major parts. In the first one, we exam
ined the perfmmance of the restricted MIG I oo [:?.] and the 
11011-restricted fBm (fractional Brownian motion) [3] mod
els to represent the video input processes. The MIG I oo 
and fBm performance were compared in terms of the models 
video traffic heavy-tail distribution (HTD) and autocorrela
tion function (ACF) characterization. The terms restricted or 
non-restricted are related to the models scaling degree range 
representation and duration. In the second part of the analysis 
the optical switched network (OSN) based on packet (OPS) 
(Fig. I) and burst-edge-switch (OBS) (Fig. 2) architectures 
perfonnance are evaluated. This means that the OPS and 
OBS switching/queueing behaviors are studied when fed by 
the MIG I oo and the fBm video input processes. 
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Figure 1. Optical packet switching architecture 

Generally, in OPS networks the optical buffers are imple
mented by fiber delay lines (FDL) (Fig. 1). This OPS optical 
buffering [4, 5] solution is also complex to manage and con
trol. The commercial optical switches are commonly based 
on semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) enabling large 
switching fabrics. In [5] the authors present an interesting tu
torial on optical switching architectures. For the OBS archi-
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Figure 2. A generic Edge-Route OBS network architecture 

tecture we consider the frame-to-burst (FTB) assembly func
tion proposed in [6] to deal with video traffic. The peifor
mance results for the OBS and OPS architectures are pre
sented in terms of packet loss ratio (PLR), jitter or packet de
lay variation, number of multiplexed sources and the impact 
of the scaling degree on optical switches. For the OBS we 
also discuss the edge delay introduced by the frame-to-burst 
assembly function. 

The petfmmance of OBS has been widely studied for Inter
net Protocol (IP) data burst traffic. These studies are basically 
centered on the packet-to-burst assembly function [7, 8, 9, I 0] 
or wavelength reservation protocol [II]. We demonstrate that 
the video traffic disuibution is a critical point to the optical 
switches peiformance and fabric design. We also show that 
the video scaling were not affected by the large buffer sizes 
and different edge delay. For the experiments we use several 
video sequences from different encoding processes. The re
sults derived from this study lead to the optical buffer switch 
and link rate dimensioning considering different video QoS 
requirements and for OPS and OBS networks. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec
tion 2 we present the optical switched network architectures 
examined in this work. Section 3 describes the MIG I oo and 
fBm processes that are evaluated to model the video traffic 
sources. Section 4 presents the MIG I oo and fBm peifor
mance results. The burst and packet switches perfmmance 
analysis and optical link dimensioning results are present and 
discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, Section 7 is devoted 
to the conclusion of this work. 

2. THE OPTICAL SWITCHED NETWORK 
ARCHITECTURES 

Several circuit, packet [12, 13, 14, 15] and burst [16, 17, 
II] switching techniques were studied to achieve the best op
tical switching architecture for WDM (wavelength division 
multiplexing) networks. In the optical domain a circuit cor
responds to a lightpath that consists of dedicated wavelength 
channels providing a source-destination optical conununica
tion. Tills circuit switching also denoted as wavelength or 
lightpath switching provides guaranteed QoS in terms of in
formation loss. However, optical circuit switching show the 
same drawbacks, e.g., bandwidth wasting, faced by the elec
tronic networks. Besides, it is not suitable for the transmis
sion of variable-bit-rate traffic. 

Packet switching was expected to present the best optical 

switching architecture. A gene1ic optical packet switching 
architecture (Fig. 1) is concerned of tunable or fixed wave
length converters (.\C), optical buffering cm1ied by fiber de
lay lines (FDL) and optical gates. The well known KEOPS 
(KEys of Optical Packet Switching) architecture [12, 5] 
shown on Fig. 3 was a promising solution to provide packet 
switching in a u·ansparent full-optical network. In KEOPS 
the packets are conve1ted to a fixed wavelenoth and broad
casted to /; FDLs. The packets are then select~d from one of 
these FDLs at the switch output in function of the optical link 
availability. 

N 

Figure 3. KEOPS switch architecture 

The optical burst switching (OBS) [16, 17] was proposed 
as a solution to avoid the limitations and problems of the 
other switching possibilities. The electronic burst switching 
(EBS) also known as fast-circuit switching were widely in
vestigated for ATM networks. Boyer [18] proposed a fast
reservation protocol1 (FRP) with delayed (FRP-DT) and im
mediate (FRP-IT) transmission to provide burst data transport 
with bandwidth release after the burst deliverance. The read
ers should refer to [19] where the authors present a survey 
concerning these switching techniques and the application to 
the optical level. 

In an optical switched network with OBS m·chitecture the 
traffic processing is done at the network edging-2. The objec
tive is to avoid the same impairments of the optical packet 
switching fabrics. Thus, the control and data information 
are treated separately by edge-switch-routers. The edge pro
cessing is responsible for the burst-assembly and wavelength 
reservation functions. This solution remove the complexity 
from the optical core network. The information-to-burst as
sembly is indeed a traffic shaping (TS) function. This TS 
is applied even to original data-burst (ON-OFF) sources to 
achieve lower optical transmission cost. The wavelength 
reservation is done during the burst-assembly period in an 
one or two-way reservation procedure. Several wavelength 
reservation protocols similar to the FRP approach such as 
TAG (Tell-and-Go), RFD (Reserve-a-Fixed-Duration) and 
JET [10] (Just-Enough-Time) were investigated for OBS net
works. In [II] the authors proposed a dynamic wavelength 
reservation for an OBS architecture. They also introduce a 
wavelength reuse factor (RUF) that enables the unused wave
length to be assigned to another edge-router. In what follows 

1The ITU FRP is described in the ITU-T !.371 Recommendation Traffic 
Control and Congestion Control in B-ISDN, 1995. 

2This idea is nlso based on the MPLS (multiprotocol label switching) 
optical networks solution [20]. 
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we present a desc1iption of the i1I I G I co and IBm models 
and their petfmmance results to represent video input traffic 
with scaling characteristics. 

The analysis presented in this work is a complete OPS and 
OBS performance evaluation study including different video 
input processes, buffer sizes, edge delay, optical link rate and 
packet loss requirements. 

3. THE SCALING VIDEO TRAFFIC MOD
ELING 

The main drawback of the u·affic engineeting researches 
concerns the lack of accurate source and network traffic 
models. An accurate u·affic model must represent the first 
and second-order statistics and also be tractable in terms of 
queueing theory. In our analysis we examined the perfor
mance of the ]If I G I co point process and IBm models to rep
resent different input first and second-order video statistics. 
The IBm and MIG I co are considered monofractals since 
these processes generate sample paths with constant scaling 
degree. In [21] several measurements showed that the net
work traffic can present scaling variability after a period of 
time greater than four hours, i.e., the scaling is only consid
ered as constant or monofractal during an interval less than 
four hours. In [22] a multifractal version of the IBm process 
is introduced where H is defined as function of the Holder 
regularity (H = h(t); 0 < h(t) < 1). Multifractal processes 
can be interesting to model network traffic due to its scaling 
variability. However, it needs more investigation and accu
racy to deal with queueing performance. The optical edge
switch performance is further investigated to supp01t this two 
input processes. 

A stochastic process X(t) can be classified by its scaling 
degree as positive or long-range dependent (LRD) (H > ~), 
short-range dependent (SRD) (H = il or negative or anti
persistent (H < i ). Some authors3 de~ote all processes with 
H :S ~ as SRD." In the literature it is possible to find LRD 
processes defined as self-similar. However, a process can 
only be considered self-sintilar if its statistical characteris
tics, i.e., marginal distribution and scaling degree, holds for 
any time scale. 

By definition MIG I co represents positive scaling degree 
for a certain period of time. Tllis restricted time shall be 
however enough to investigate the impact of the video traf
fic dependence on the optical switch queueing perfmmance 
measures. The fBm is here defined as the non-restricted scal
ing model since it can represent the entire time-dependence 
range. i.e., 0 < H < 1. The IBm and MIG I co are defined as 
monofractals since they generate sample paths with constant 
scaling degree. For the analysis, we examined several video 
traces with different monofractal scaling degrees. 

3.1 M/G/oo 

TheM I G I co [2] input or source process is represented by 
an infinite server with G distribution service time (P[Z > t]J 

3See J. Beran, Statistics for Long-Memory Processes, Chapman & Hall. 
199-1, pp. 53. 
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fed by a Poisson process with A mean arrival rate, i.e., the 
input process is defined by .\ and the G distribution. Hence. 
we have that 

P[Z >I]= -y(t)- 'J(I + 1)' 
1 - -y(1) 

t = 0, 1, ... 

where -y(t) is the autocoiTelation function of the Z(t) pro
cess. The MIGioo autocorrelation is defined by f(t) = 
62/H(t), h = 0, 1, ... where H = 1-;312 and;J(O < ,13 < 1) 
and &::! are constants. 

To achieve the positive scaling representation the MIG I co 
input process (ZH(I)) must have a decreasing and integer
convex ACF (-yH(t)) with 'YH(O) = 1. Therefore, 

(1) 

To find the G service time disttibution and considering the 
previous ACF definition we must have 

P[ZH > z] = 

[z + 2[2H- 3[z + 1[2H + 3[z[ 2H -[z- 1[ 2H 
= 4(1 - 22H 2) (2) 

for z = 1, 2, ... 
The J1I I G I co also considers that the video traces ACF 

(p(k)) is 

p(k) = e-a,Jk, k = 0, 1, 2, ... . (3) 

The /3 parameter is obtained from the real video traces. 
The G distribution is then related to video trace ACF by the 
expression 

P[Z = k] = p(k- 1)- 2p(k) + p(k + 1) 
1 - p(1) (4) 

Finally, the MIGico samples are generated by a Pois
son to hybrid Gamma (Fa)/Pareto(Fp) distribution trans
formation (Fpcp) to keep the ACF (cf. Eq. 3) ob
tained from the video traces, i.e., for some x* > 0 

F _ { Fa(x) x :S x' . 
PGP - Fp(x) x > x' . As previously mentwned, 

the MIG I co model has a resuicted scaling representation in 
terms of its range and duration. Its main advantage concerns 
its markovian properties and thus leading to tractable queue
ing analysis. 

3.2 FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION 

The fractional Brownian motion (IBm) [3] is a gaussian 
stochastic process (XH(t)) indexed in !R with zero mean and 
continuous sample path (null at origin). The IBm is known 
as the unique gaussian H-sssi, i.e., self-similar with self
similarity parameter and stationary increments. The variance 
of the independent increments is proportional to its time in
terval accordingly to the expression 

for 0 :S 11 :S t2. It can be proven [3] that the IBm is a sta
tionary and self-similar process with parameter H, i.e., its 
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statistical characteristics holds for any time scale. Thus, for 
any T and r > 0, we have 

[XH(t + r)- XH(i)]r,;o J!e r-H[XH(t + rr)- XH(I)]rSO 

where r is the process scaling factor. Since XH(t) is gaus
sian, it is completely characterized by its mean (null) and its 
ACF which is given by 

Norros [23] proposed a discretization procedure that enables 
a fBm model to generate an input process (A(t)) with scaling 
charactelistics and non-zero mean and a vmiance. Denoting 
A(t) as the number of received packets by a multiplexer up 
to time t, we have 

A(t) = mt + ,f(i11iXH(t), (6) 

where n~ is the mean rate of the arrival process and a = 
Var[A(t)]!(mt) 2H is a variance coefficient. 

For the simulation experiments the fBm sample paths were 
generated by the simple and well known Random Midpoint 
Displacement [24] algorithm. The fBm samples generation 
depends only on m," and H parameters. However, the G dis
tribution fitting procedure of the MIG I oo model presented in 
section 3.1 leads to a complex sample generation. 

4. THE VIDEO TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE 
MODELING RESULTS 

This section presents the MIG I oo and fBm performance 
to represent the scaling, heavy-tail distribution and autocorre
lation of a video input process. The optical switched network 
performance are further evaluated under these stochastic pro
cesses. Four encoded video sequences [25] StarWm; (JPEG), 
Silence of tile Lambs (Silence) (H.263), M~: Bean (MPEG-4) 
and Race (MPEG-1) were considered in the experiments. The 
video traces parameters such as sample-rate (sr), mean (m) 
and standard-deviation (<J) are shown on Table I. 

Sequence m <kbit&/sJ U (kbits/s) 

StarWars (JPEG) 5335.8 !200.8 
Silence (H.263) 891.6 344.09 
Bean ( MP EG-4) 183.92 179.0 
Race (MPEG-1) 1804.8 537.79 

Table 1. Video sequences parameters (sr = 25 (frames/s)). 

4.1 THE SCALING REPRESENTATION AND 
ACF RESULTS 

For the scaling representation evaluation we use the Hurst 
Estimator Package (HEP)4 that consists of different estima
tion methods. In tills work, the scaling results were obtained 
from the AV-Wavelet [26] estimator since it presented low 

-J.The HEP contains the AV-Wavelet. RJS, Higuchi and Variance 
Hurst estimation methods. To obtain this package send ;:m e-mnil to 
coelho@ime.eb.br 

complexity due to its faster estimation algorithms. Several 
Hurst estimation results concerning video traffic scaling are 
presented in [27]. 

Table 2 illustrates the estimated Hurst d{) parameters 
obtained from the real video traces. The video sequences 
scaling degree were also estimated after the edge-buffe1ing 
and the results are shown in section 5.1. As we note all 
the video sequences have LRD charactetistics. We chose 
these LRD sequences in order to examine the optical edge
switch under worst traffic conditions. Moreover, by defini
tion the MIG I oo model can only represent positive scaling. 
Sources with H ::; 1/2, presenting the anti-persistence ef
fect [28] [29], are strongly centered around its mean rate 
and thus we expect better queueing petfmmance compared 
to LRD sources. 

Sequence 

Star Wars (JPEG) 
Silence ( H.263) 
Bean (MPEG-4) 
Race (MPEG-1) 

H(AV) 

0.889 
0.820 
0.822 
0.878 

Table 2. Video Sequences Scaling. 

The Race and Bean MPEG sequences were smoothed 
within a Group-of-Pictures (GoP) level to fit the monotone 
decreasing and integer-convex ACF as defined in Eq. 3. 
This smoothing procedure is particularly impmtant for the 
MIG I oo model since the G distribution is obtained fi·om the 

video trace ACF defined as p(k) = e-t>-lk. Tables 3 and 4 
show the parameters now estimated from the samples gener
ated by the MIG I oo and the fBm processes. Note that the 
models CY changings led to a slight difference on the fi re
sults. 

Sequence 

Star Wars.i\I/G/oo 
SilellceM/G/oo 
B GoP eanM/G/oo 
R GoP 

aceM/G/= 

m (kbits/s) 

5508.4 
951.8 
211.67 

1890.3 

cr (kbits/s) 

1261.7 
298.66 
120.30 

308.54 

H(AV) 

0.892 
0.812 
0.840 
0.822 

Table 3. ,\1 IGloo estimated parameters. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the ACF curves obtained from the original 
video traces and for the J111Gioo and fBm models. 

The MIG I oo presented better ACF fitting results com
pared to the fBm for the video sequences with subexponential 
ACF (e.g. Star Wars). However, this was not the case for 
the Race sequence. The best ACF fitting considering both 
models was achieved for the Silence (Fig 4.b) sequence. 

Sequence 

Star Wars f Bm 
Silence f Bm 
BeanGoP 

fBm 
R GoP acefBm 

m (kbits/s) 

5426.6 
896.8 
235.5 
1808.2 

"(kbits/s) 

1192.1 
340.59 
87.734 
303.18 

Table 4. fBm estimated parameters. 

H(AV) 

0.889 
0.837 
0.882 
0.852 
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Figure 4. ACF for (a) Star Wars, (b) Silence, (c) Race and (d) Bean Sequences. 

4.2 HEAVY-TAIL DISTRIBUTION RESULTS 

By definition we say that a random variable X has a heavy
tail distribution if 

X ---+ 00. 

where 0 <' n < 2 is the shape parameter and c is a pos
Itive t:P :::;ot T!J: Pareto distiibution is an important 
HTD since a weil ms the heavy-tail distribution of the LRD 
processes. Note that the MIG I co model uses the Poisson 
to Gamma/Pareto transformation (Fpap) to fit the real video 
sequences ACF and HTD. The HTD results for the original 
video sequences and the models are depicted in Fig. 5. 

The MIG I co and fBm tail distributions were very close 
for the Race (cf. Fig. 5.c) sequence_ For the Bean sequence 
however the fBm HTD were quite different from original 
video trace. In [31] we find a detailed analysis of the 
MIG I co and fBm considering the complete scaling range 
representation. The OPS and OBS switching/queueing 
behavior is following evaluated when fed by the MIG I oo 
and the fBm video input processes. We also examined the 
impact of the scaling, ACF and HTD on optical switching. 

5. THE OBS EDGE-SWITCH PERFOR
MANCE ANALYSIS AND OPTICAL 
LINK DIMENSIONING 

For the OBS analysis we use the optical edge-switch 
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frame-to-burst (FTB) assembly function [6] in which the en
coded bits of a video frames are gathered to complete a burst. 
The assembly function also keeps the video delay QoS re
quirements. For the QoS buffer-pool queues dimensioning 
we considered different burst sizes (B), optical link rates (C) 
and edge-burst-processing delay <tebp). 

Table 5 illustrates the t,bp values as function of the differ
ent optical burst sizes and link rates. The switch queueing 
behavior fed by the J1J I G I oo and fBm video processes are 
then evaluated considering these parameters. 

Burst size (B) in bits C =lOGbits/s C =2.5Gbits/s 

2.12M 212 fiB 848 fiS 
4.24M 424 fiB 1.696mB 
42M 4.24mB 16.8mB 
424M 42.4mB 169.6 mB 

Table 5. Edge-burst-processing delay. 

The queueing behavior and the respective QoS are here 
represented by the maximum number of multiplexed video 
sources (nmaxoss), the packet loss ratio (PLR) and the 
edge-processing delay. Simulations were run conside1ing the 
MIG I oo and fBm processes and were compared to theoreti
cal results. 
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Figure 5. HTD for (a) StarWars, (b) Silence, (c) Race and (d) Bean sequences. 

5.1 EDGE-SWITCH BUFFER AND LINK DI
MENSIONING 

Consider A(t) as a IBm process, defined in Eq. 6 with pa
rameters m, a and H; a queue system with detenninistic ser
vice C (optical link rate) and an infinite buffer queue Q. The 
buffer queue behavior is thus a stochastic process Q(t) de
fined as 

Q(t) =sup( A( I)- A(s)- (t- s)G), t E (-oc, oo). (7) 
s:s;t 

If € = P( Q > B) is the probability that a buffer of size Q 
becomes larger than a certain limit B, it follows that there
quired optical link bandwidth of an aggregate flow of n video 
flows CA(n) is 

~ l 11-l 1 
C A (n) = nm + (n(H)v -~ m o) m B""IT" (nma) m, (8) 

where n(H) = HH (1-H) 1-H Thus, the maximum number 
of video connections (nmaxoss) that can be multiplexed in 
an optical link with capacity C considering an edge-switch 
queueing buffer size (B) is detennine by 

~ 1 H-1 1 
nmaxm + (n(H)v -~ m o) 'TFl B ""Ir (nmaxma) 'TFl :S C. 

(9) 
For a detailed description of these definitions and formula
tions the reader should refer to [32] and [23]. 

The scaling estimation results examined after the FTB as
sembly are shown on Table 6 considering fBm video sources. 
As expected, the H values did not present significant chang
ings even for larger buffer sizes (B = 424.i\Jbits), i.e., the 
scaling degree is not affected by the OBS assembly function. 
This similar behavior were found in ATM networks perfor
mance studies [33]. Other H degrees values (H ::; ~)may 
present different burst size disuibutions [34] and so needs 
further investigation. 

Sequence 2.12Mbits 4.24Mbits 42Mbits 424Mbits 

StarWars!Bm 0.896 0.898 0.892 0.892 
Silence!Bm 0.822 0.813 0.822 0.812 
Beall f Bm 0.844 0.853 0.845 0.848 
Race f Bm 0.862 0.860 0.860 0.862 

Table 6. Video Sequences Scaling (H(A17)) for different 
Edge-buffer sizes (B). 

The edge-switch simulation results for both models 
were compared to the theoretical values obtained from the 
equations presented in section 5.1. For these experiments we 
considered the paran1eters setting illustrated in Table 5. The 
video information loss is represented by P LR = w-x "" 
P( Q > B) where x = 3, 2, 1 only to reduce the simulation 
run-time. The results demonstrate that neither the scaling 
degree nor the buffer sizes impacted the PLR and the number 
of multiplexed video sources. 
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Figure 6. The Edge-Switch Petformance Results-MIGioo (a) StarWars, (b) Silence, (c) Race and (d) Bean sequences. 

6. THE OPTICAL PACKET SWITCHING 
PERFORMANCE 

In OBS networks these packet losses are due to the frame
to-burst assembly but the information is not necessarily lost 
since the data can be sent to one of the N queues present in 
the QoS buffer-pool. The edge-switch peifom1ance curves 

for the J1J I G I oo and fErn input processes are reported on 
Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. As expected the simulation re
sults considering the fBm model were equal to the values ob
tained from the buffer-dimensioning equations described in 
section 5.1. 

For the video streams differently from the IP traffic, the 
buffer-size choice must consider the video sampling rates. In 
our analysis we consider the frame sampling rate, i.e., we ex
pect to receive a video frame each 42mB. Thus, consideting 
optical link rates of I OGbits/s and 2.5Gbits/s the buffer-size 
must be ;:o: 424Mbits (see Table 5). Video services delay re
quirements can range from 800f.tS (e.g., 20 Mbits/s HDTV) 
to 300 ms (e.g., 64 Kbits/s videoconference) [35, 36]. There
fore, to support video traffic with QoS requirements and the 
buffer pool queue size must be detennined as a function of C 
and the service delay requirements. 

Another very important result showed that different from 
the scaling behavior the video traffic tail dist:Iibution strongly 
affected the edge-switch performance results. Neve1theless, 
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the video distribution is a crucial point to the optical buffer 
dimensioning in OBS networks. 

The optical buffering based on FDLs associated with tun
able (TOWC) or fixed wavelength converters (FWC) [13, 
4, 12, 5] was the main solution adopted by optical packet 
switches (Figs 1, 3) to avoid contention. The best OPS fab
ric architecture is far from being achieved since FDLs and 
TOWC are very expensive and difficult to implement. More
over, in the future OPS networks the contention procedures 
must consider multi traffic and different QoS requirements in 
terms of information losses, delay and jitter, 

For the OPS petfom1ance analysis presented in this sec
tion we consider an optical network with KEOPS switches 
(see Fig. 3 ). The OPS performance results is then compared 
to OBS. For the OPS analysis we also examined the impact 
of the FDLs on the packet jitter, PLR and the number of 
multiplexed (nmaxops) video streams. We considered an 
OPS (N x N) simple queueing model operating in a syn
chronous or fixed packet size mode, k FDLs, optical link rate 
(C), n wavelengths and without wavelength conversion. The 
video packets of different connections are multiplexed within 
a wavelength. 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the P LR versus the number 
of FDLs results for the Star Wars, Silence and Race se
quences respectively also represented by the MIG I oo and 
fErn stochastic models. Each FDLs has a 33.92m size that is 
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Figure 7. The Edge-Switch Performance Results-:fllm (a) StarWars, (b) Silence, (c) Race and (d) Bean sequences. 

equivalent to a 17 J.LS delay.5 

The OPS achieved a lower number of multiplexed sources 
(nmaxops) when compared to the OBS values for all 
video sequences. For example, for the Star Hl ar srhe.of f Bm 

(PLR 10-4 , C = 2.5Gbps) the OBS number of multi
plexed sources was 447 while for the same P LR value the 
OPS achieved only of 280 sources using 25 FDLs. For 
Silencerh,oftBm we obtained nmaxoBs = 2803 while we 
have nmaxops = 2010 also for 25 FDLs. To achieve sim
ilar perf01mance results, i.e., nmaxops = nnwxoss. for 
a fixed P LR the OPS fabric should use 150, 200 and 130 
FDLs for the Star l·V ar s, Silence and Race fBm sequences 
respectively. The KEOPS fixed wavelength converters were 
adopted to reduce the number of FDLs in the switch fab
ric. Besides, it shall reduce the jitter effects introduced by 
FDLs while keeping the video traffic QoS requirements. The 
number of wavelength converters is an imp01tant issue for a 
further study. In [37] the authors propose two techniques to 
share the wavelength converters in switch fabrics saving 40% 
of these converters. 

Tables 7 and 8 present the minimum (mjitter), average 
(Ajitter) and maximum (A/jitter) jitte~ and scaling degree 

SThe propagation delay in an optical fiber cable is 5 Jl.S/km. 
6The negative jitter vnlues menn thnt the switch output time between 

pnckets is less thnt the time nrrival between packets. 1bis is due to the high
speed of the opricnllinks. 

results fixing the numbers of FDLs as 25 and 50 respectively. 

Sequence nmax0p~ "'jitter" 

Slad\'orsThco/JBm 335 -3.7x 10 6 -3.2x 10-lO 3.7x 10 6 0.881 

SJ/c.,cc Thea/ jBm 2010 -3. T x w-e -3.4 x w-o 3.6 x 10-6 0.833 

fl. au Thea( jB.,, 1005 -4.0 X 10-G -1.7 X 10-f.l -1.0 X 10-6 0.883 

Slorl\'a>"SliJ( G / 00 280 -3.9x10-c -2.7x10- 10 3.7x10-6 0.891 

s,tcna- ,\JIG I oc 1500 -.J.O X 10-() -3.6 X 10-f.l 3.9 X 10-e 0.84-J 

Racc.U(G(oc 7-10 -3.9x10- 6 5.Tx10- 10 3.9x10-6 0.875 

Table 7. Results f8m and MIGioo for 25 FDLs and PLR 
10-•. 

S.-qucncc nm"""OPS n'jitt,.r" '\jitter~ ,ujHtcr" ff(A\") 

Starl\'a~• Tllco//Bm 415 -7.6x10 ' -6.fi X 10 w 7.8x 10 ' 0.820 

s,/c"""ThcojjBm 2500 -7.-!x w- 6 2.6x 10-8 7.9x w-6 0.852 

Ro~~ Thc<>/fBm 1250 -7.4 x w-6 -3.1 X 10-0 8.3 X lQ-6 0.851 

Stadl'ar.'MJG!= 340 -8.3 x w-e 3.1 x w- 10 8.3 x w-e 0.877 

Sdcn··~ .If I G I oc 1800 -i.2 X 10-C l.Ox 10-10 7.1 x w-6 0.828 

Ro<e ,\If G / OC 849 -8.1 X 10-6 -1.5 x w-9 8.1 x w-e 0.869 

Table 8. Results f8m and MIG I oo for 50 FDLs and P LR 
10-". 

Since, the jitter requirement of the more demanding video 
source is I ms (e.g., HDTV video services [35, 36]) these 
FDLs sizes can be considered interesting to guarantee the 
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video services jitter needs in a OPS network. We also note 
from Tables 7 and 8 that as in OBS, the video scaling was 
not affected by the optical buffers even for different FDLs 
sizes. Moreover, we see that the major impact on OPS per
fonnance is due to the video streams distribution, e.g., for 
50 FDLs, we have for the Silence sequence nmaxops = 
2500 and 1800 for the IBm and MIG I oo respectively. This 
same aspect was also observed for the OBS architecture rein
forcing that the traffic distribution will be responsible for the 
major impact on optical switches performance. Hence, traf
fic characterization must be take into account by the optical 
switches m·chitectures design. This is also an imp01tant as
pect to guarantee the services QoS requirements of the future 
optical networks. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we studied the performance of packet and 

burst optical switched networks to supp011 video traffic with 
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scaling characteristics and different QoS requirements. The 
MIG I oo and IBm stochastic processes were evaluated in 
tetms of their performance to represent the video traffic scal
ing, heavy-tail distribution and autocorrelation. 

We saw that the main drawback of optical switches is re
lated to optical buffers. This is still a great challenge for the 
optical devices researches. The OBS is an alternative to the 
OPS optical buffering. 

The results repm1ed from the analysis demonstrate that the 
video traffic distribution can strongly influence the packet and 
burst switches buffers and link dimensioning and thus the op
tical network petformance. We saw that the performance re
sults were not affected by the scaling degree even for large 
burst edge-buffer and packet FDLs sizes. We believe that the 
detailed analysis presented and discussed in tlris paper will 
contribute to the design of the future optical switches to deal 
with video traffic and also guarantee its QoS requirements. 
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